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DARTSLIVE INTERNATIONAL Ltd. Begins Service in Portugal!
DARTSLIVE INTERNATIONAL Ltd. (HQ: Hong Kong, CEO: Steve S.K.Ngu), a subsidiary of DARTSLIVE
Co., Ltd., has begun to offer DARTSLIVE service in the Republic of Portugal (hereafter Portugal) in March
2013. Portugal is the 12th country (4th country in Europe) where DARTSLIVE INTERNATIONAL Ltd.
rolled out the DARTSLIVE service following its business expansion into 11 countries in Asia, Europe and
the United States.
Over 2,000 dart machines are already installed in Portugal where soft tip darts is the mainstream and
there are close to 40,000 darts players. A number of darts tournaments such as small scale
house-tournaments and large scale tournaments in which several hundred players participate, are being
held frequently in this active darts market.
We will introduce our latest networked electronic dart machine “DARTSLIVE 2” and associated services
starting from southern Portugal, then up to the northern area.
With the use of “DARTSLIVE 2”, we will introduce a variety of ways including online match to enjoy
playing darts in Portugal where soft tip darts is widely enjoyed and further boost an enthusiasm for darts.
We look forward to contributing to the improvement in overall skill level of players by providing
opportunities to play and communicate with players across the world via the network.

As of March 2013, more than 10,000 “DARTSLIVE2” machines and DARTSLIVE services are introduced in
approximately 3,800 locations such as darts bars all around the world.
DARTSLIVE Co., Ltd. continues its endeavor to create “Community Entertainment” that connects “people”
to “people” and “heart” to “heart” across the world.
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